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SIGN HOLDERS

** How It Works:   Modular Signage Solutions

Select the size frame:
We stock a wide variety of frames in 
both imperial and metric sizes. Our 
patented locking mechanism keeps 
the sign securely in place, allowing 
you to display the frame vertically 
or horizontally.

Add a base and accessories:
Our bases and mounting accessories 
let you tailor the frame to suit your 
specific application.

Mounts

+ =Stems

Bases

The perfect signage solution:
With our combination of frame sizes, 
accessories and experience, we can 
help you with solutions to all your 
sign display needs.

Modular Sign Holder Kits
Retail sign holder frames are useful for instore signage and merchandising. 
Frameless, plastic and metal sign holders are also a great way to display  
promotional material.

We carry a wide variety of sign holders in imperial and metric sizes
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Our Clear Sign Holder solutions provide an effective way 
to advertise your new products, sales or services on tables, 

countertops and shelves.

When it comes to displaying in-store signage, coil mounts give 
you unparalleled flexibility. The coil stretches to accommodate 
shelves up to several inches thick. Reuse it as often as needed. 
It won’t scratch, so it’s perfect for wood and delicate surfaces.  

Spring Coil Mount

Clear Sign Holders

The Wobbler is one of our most versatile sign holders. Signs hang directly from 
the Wobbler’s hook for an interesting free-floating effect. The curved stem can 
hang signs above and in front of products sitting on shelves or hanging on 
pegboard or wire. Moulded in polycarbonate, the Wobbler is available in clear, 
black and white.

Wobbler
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Wire Fence Shelf Front

Slatwall Bowl

This versatile sign clip holds a graphic card. It mounts directly to 
C-Channel as well as slatwall, wire, bowl and shelf front channel.

Fits most perforated shelves. Sign holder version works with 
standard sign frames and gripper version holds card stock. 
Available in beige, black, and white.

Shelf Mount Sign Gripper and Frame Holder

Pivoting Sign Clip
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